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**Resumen**

En Ingeniería de Software, el concepto de contrato está relacionado con la especificación del comportamiento de un programa utilizando axiomas formales como precondiciones, postcondiciones e invariantes. El estado del arte actual permite derivar propiedades concisas que pueden ser usadas como entrada para analizadores de código con funcionalidad creciente. Sin embargo, estos contratos derivados automáticamente pueden no ser completamente precisos o correctos, correspondiendo a lo que se conoce como “contratos abstractos” que contienen axiomas candidatos.

En este documento proponemos dos métodos para el refinamiento de dichos contratos, los cuales en nuestro caso están generados por la herramienta de inferencia automática de especificaciones para código C llamada KindSpec 2.0. La primera técnica propuesta se basa en la realización de pruebas con la herramienta de generación automática de juegos de datos QuickCheck. La segunda técnica propuesta traduce los axiomas candidatos a fórmulas E-ACSL que son verificadas dinámicamente por Frama-C. Gracias a la sinergia entre las dos técnicas es posible refinar contratos abstractos para derivar de ellos contratos correctos y, en muchas ocasiones, completos.

**Palabras clave:** Pruebas software automáticas, Verificación dinámica, Descubrimiento de especificaciones, Propiedades de un programa, Métodos formales en Ingeniería Informática
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**Abstract**

In Software Engineering, software contracts allow the program behavior to be specified using formal axioms such as preconditions, postconditions and invariants. The current state of the art makes it possible to derive, from the program code, concise properties that can be then used as an input for program analyzers. However, such automatically derived contracts might not be fully precise and/or correct, leading to what is known as "abstract contracts", which may contain candidate axioms.

In this project we propose two methods for the refinement of automatically inferred contracts, which in our case are generated by the automatic inference tool KindSpec 2.0.
The first proposed technique is based on testing by using the automatic data generation tool QuickCheck. The second proposed technique translates candidate axioms into E-ACSL formulas that are dynamically verified by Frama-C. By exploiting the synergy of the two methods, the abstract contract can be refined into correct (and often complete) software contracts.

**Key words:** Automated Software Testing, Dynamic verification, Specification Discovery, Program Properties, Formal Methods in Computer Science
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Over the last years, the software development industry has grown at unexampled rate. It has developed tools and applications for almost every aspect of our lives, thus is not a surprise we can find computer systems almost anywhere.

Such a rise should have been controlled in order to ensure the delivery of quality products that fit the purpose they have been created for and on which depend not only user’s satisfaction, but also quotidian activities, from commercial flights to stock exchange transactions.

Software engineering has evolved in parallel with this grow in order to control the craft of Software development, which covers from the analysis of needs a software product must satisfy to the software deployment and maintenance. Software development is composed by many activities that work together to mature a concept into a software product: requirement analysis, elicitation, design, implementation, testing, and product development.

However, nowadays development teams tend to work separately and remotely, often on small components of a complex product. This fact increases the probability (high *per se* even in experimented programmers) of introducing a bug in the code. For this reason, tools that are able to analyze the implemented code and to check the correct performance of the software product are of great importance. They not only help to obtain a quality product that can be exploited in a real-life context, but also help to reduce the maintenance time required to solve potential/future errors.

One of the main challenges in software development is to guarantee that the product is correct and free of errors. Correctness is an essential but extremely difficult property to ensure. Past failures in software history already caused fatal consequences. One of them is the well-known case of the Therac-25 radiotherapy machine [Por12] that emitted 100 times higher beta radiation doses to the patients due to a problem in data validation. Particularly, the machine had two operative modes, one using electrons and one using photons. The amount of radiation needed for photons to produce the same levels of output as the electrons is much higher. As there were no explicit security boundaries nor validation steps for the input data, a mistake made when inserting the values in the interface, using the electron mode, had been fatal for the patients.

As we can see, defects in software development can cause all kind of negative consequences, from core system breakdowns that eventually derive in losses of billions of dollars, to the fatal case that may harm human lives.

It is thus very important to use methods that that are able to remove or prevent mistakes in the code before its deployment. One of the best established approaches to accomplish this is to use formal methods, a collection of notations and techniques for describing, analyzing and ensuring system’s properties. They are based on mathematical theories
and their main aim is to enhance software quality by verifying whether a system satisfies its specification, which significantly reduces the eventual damage caused by uncaught errors.

Nevertheless, even assuming we can use techniques based on formal artifacts that can assure a program is correct, yet the mathematical development to formalize the required intended specifications is often laborious. A challenging solution relies on the possibility to automate the process.

In program analysis and verification, the user intent is expressed by some sort of specification (e.g. logical assertions, functional specifications, reference implementations, program contracts, summaries, models, passing and failing tests, etc.)

This project focuses on the process of analysing and verifying software contracts that assert some properties and are automatically generated from a C program. This is achieved in two ways: 1) By using the automatic test case generation tool QuickCheck to refine the contracts by getting rid of falsified axioms, and 2) by using the runtime verification plug-in E-ACSL that is based on program annotations of the Frama C framework to get confidence by dynamically verifying the assertions. By combining these two techniques, we are able to check that the generated contracts are reliable by using exhaustive test cases, and furthermore, we can check the corresponding E-ACSL assertions do not fail at runtime.

1.1 State of Art

One of the main applications of formal methods is finding bugs that cause a program not to meet its specification. The problem we might face occurs when we do not have any specification for the program or when the existing ones do not define it completely. Both issues make the task of locating bugs harder.

To address these challenges, specification mining techniques have been developed. They essentially consist of examining execution traces of a program in order to infer models or properties that the program satisfies. This term has been first used by Ammons et al. in [ABL02] and one of the first papers describing this topic is Cook and Wolf [CW95]. This technique solves the problem of writing program specifications and developing the software in accordance with it, and allows integration with other tools that may enhance its capabilities.

To infer properties from a software piece, some specification discovery systems such as KindSpec 2.0 [APV15, APV16] employ symbolic execution, yet other approaches eagerly search for frequent patterns using finite state machines. As well, CLIPER [LKL07] searches for common patterns through single and multiple program traces, including algorithms that increase the effectiveness of the pruning strategy. Other authors like Shoham et al. propose an inferring method that uses intreprocedural static analysis and abstract interpretation [SYFP08].

Finally, also related to this work is Daikon\textsuperscript{1}, a dynamic invariant-detection tool. The generation of invariants at runtime allows one to describe data structures and algorithms, helping their design and future maintenance. Nowadays, this kind of formal specifications is missing in most software applications due to the resources needed to invest in its generation. Moreover, manually translating properties to annotations might become a hard task. Daikon\textsuperscript{1}’s approach is very attractive as inverts the task, inferring the property from the data structure instead of asking for a manual implementation.

\textsuperscript{1}https://plsc.cs.washington.edu/daikon/
1.2 Objectives of this work

On the other hand, formal methods are a rising trend nowadays as more and more industries include it to shield their software against failures. An example of this inclusion in the industry world is SPARK Pro \(^2\), a tool designed to analyze software architectural requirements using formalisms. This kind of tools ease developer’s tasks of preventing errors like incorrect input, integer overflow, improper initialization, array out-of-bounds errors and other unforeseen leaks that make the product vulnerable.

Also, platforms like Cardano \(^3\) and Tezos \(^4\) were built using formal specification which allows them to specify smart contracts, protocols that facilitates contracts negotiation on the web.

1.2 Objectives of this work

A program contract specifies the meaning of the program methods or subroutines, that is, the task that methods perform. It is defined in a formal, accurate and verifiable way.

The program contracts are automatically generated by the contract synthesis tool KindSpec 2.0 that relies on symbolic execution \([\text{Oak79}]\) and abstract subsumption \([\text{ASV08}]\). This is done for programs written in a non-trivial subset of C that supports functions, pointer-based structures and heap manipulation. Due to the abstraction process that is applied in order to ensure termination of the symbolic inference of contracts in KindSpec 2.0, some inferred axioms cannot be guaranteed to be correct and are simply delivered as candidate axioms to be falsified or validated subsequently.

The main objective of this project is to develop a software system that can help to refine and validate program contracts that are automatically inferred at runtime.

1.3 Proposal

We aim to generate refined and verified contracts by taking advantage of two testing tools for C. First, candidate axioms generated by KindSpec 2.0 are tested by randomly generating automatic test cases that are aimed to falsify them. To accomplish this, a suitable translation is given between the assertion output language of the contract generation tool KindSpec 2.0 and the input property language of the testing tool QuickCheck. This translation is done automatically by using our first tool, and yields a set of tests so that, if any axiom is falsified by a given test, it is ruled out.

The remaining non-falsified axioms can be subsequently translated into the E-ACSL notation, a subset of the ACSL language, for runtime verification by using our second tool. Finally, those candidate axioms that cannot be either falsified or verified using the E-ACSL plug-in from Frama-C are kept as candidate or are simply discarded.

1.4 Project Structure

After this introduction, Chapter 2 analyzes the problem and state of the technology from which this project starts, which is the output of the KindSpec 2.0 tool. To this goal, first a running example is described. Chapter 3 presents QuickCheck approach for C programs and the automated tool AutoQCC, which is the tool we use to falsify axioms together with the translation from KindSpec axioms into QuickCheck properties. Chapter 4 is devoted to the verification of non-falsified axioms. We first present the Frama-C project then describe the translation from KindSpec axioms to E-ACSL formulas in order

\(^2\)https://www.adacore.com/sparkpro
\(^3\)https://www.cardano.org/en/home/
\(^4\)https://tezos.com
to be verified by Frama-C, and finally present the automatic tool AutoEACSL. Next, in Chapter 5 we describe the full system which is used in final Chapter 7 to test the experiment.
CHAPTER 2

KindSpec 2.0: Inference of contracts by automated synthesis

2.1 Automatic discovery of program properties

In this chapter we analyze the problem we are addressing, taking in account all the factors that may influence our strategy and describing the terms needed to comprehend the flow of the project.

Assertion checking techniques are an effective method for program validation, which is why they are making their way in Software Industry. Essentially, a contract, in terms of well-known software notions, consists of a set of requisites that are imposed to arguments and results when functions are defined.

Due to its interest, recently a great effort has been invested to endow programs with exhaustive contracts, although current contract inference tools are still immature in practice.

KindSpec 2.0 (KS2 f.n.o) is a tool that allows automatic contract generation for a program that is written in a non-trivial fragment of C, called KERNEL-C, which includes functions, input/output pointers, dynamic memory allocation and pointer manipulation. Contract generation in KS2 is based on a distinction between modifier methods that change the program state (in terms of a finite-state machine or FSM), and observer methods that only monitor it without doing any changes.

Starting from a Kernel-C program and a modifier method of interest, KS2 computes a suitable contract for the method which consists of a precondition (required for a correct behaviour of the program) and a postcondition that is expressed as a set of axioms (that form a declaration or a postulate which is supposed to be true in the program’s context). Said axioms possess a great relevance for program analysis, since they completely define the method behaviour.

For the axiom generation, KS2 relies on symbolic execution [Kin76], bounded by abstract subsumption. Information loss associated to abstraction causes KS2 to generate two types of axioms: axioms that are correct by construction, when abstraction is not needed, and candidate axioms whose correction can not be guaranteed because of abstraction.

If an exhaustive checking were performed, candidate axiom correctness could be eventually either proved or falsified, and the latter might lead to a refinement process guided by counterexample generation. Although exhaustive checking is unaffordable in general, in order to acquire more confidence on the (non-falsified) candidate axioms, some ex-post verification can also be performed.
2.2 The contract synthesis tool KindSpec 2.0

KindSpec 2.0 is a tool that can help mitigate the specification effort as it implements a specification inference technique for heap-manipulating programs that are written in a non-trivial fragment of C. It relies on the rewriting logic semantic Framework K which facilitates the development of executable semantics of programming languages and also allows formal analysis tools for the defined languages to be derived with minimal effort.

Specification inference consists in discovering high-level specifications that closely describe the program behavior. Given a program \( P \), any function \( m \) (called a modifier) in \( P \) that uses I/O primitives and/or modifies the state of encapsulated dynamic data structures defined in the program is likely to be included in the property synthesis. The intended specification for \( m \) is to be cleanly expressed by using any combination of the non-modifier functions of \( P \) (i.e., functions, called observers), which inspect the program state and return values expressing some information about the encapsulated data.

The key idea behind the inference procedure is that, given a modifier procedure for which we desire to obtain a specification, KS2 starts from an initial symbolic state \( s \) and symbolically evaluates \( m \) on \( s \) to obtain as a result a set of pairs \((s,s')\) of initial and final symbolic states, respectively. Then, the observer methods in the program are used to explain the computed final symbolic states. More precisely, for each pair \((s,s')\) of initial and final states, a pre/post statement is synthesized where the precondition is expressed in terms of the observers that explain the initial state \( s \), whereas the postcondition contains the observers that explain the final state \( s' \). This is the final form of an axiom, which we illustrate in Figure 2.4.

In order to describe how the specification extraction technique works, let us consider a C program which implements the insertion of an element \( x \) in a set \( s \), according to the Listings 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

On one side, Listing 2.1 contains the two necessary structures to build an arraylist data set that has a custom size and capacity:

1. arraylist: Contains the attributes of the data structure that indicate the current size of the set and its capacity. Also has a pointer to the array that stores the data.
2. lnode*: Structure that stores an integer item and the pointer to the next node. If the node is the last one in the list, it points to null.

The main idea of the arraylist is that the list grows in elements as long as there is enough capacity in the data structure, i.e., \( \text{capacity} < \text{size} \).

```c
struct arraylist {
    int size;
    int capacity;
    struct lnode* body;
};

struct lnode {
    int data;
    struct lnode* next;
};
```

Listing 2.1: Data structures of arraylist_insert.c

On the other side, Listing 2.2 contains the modifier method of interest \texttt{arraylist_insert}. The method starts checking the validity of the main pointer. If the pointer is not null and
the element item has not already been inserted in the structure the flow of the execution continues. Then, the next condition checks if the structure has enough space for a new element. If this results true, the new item is added at the end of the structure.

```c
int arraylist_insert(struct arraylist* l, int item)
{
    struct lnode* n;

    if(!l) {
        return 0;
    }

    if(arraylist_find(l, item)) {
        return 0;
    }

    if(l->capacity > l->size && l->body) {
        n = l->body;
        while(n->next) {
            n = n->next;
        }
        n->next = (struct lnode*)malloc(sizeof(struct lnode));
        n->next->data = item;
        n->next->next = NULL;
        (l->size)++;
        return 1;
    } else {
        return 0;
    }
}
```

Listing 2.2: Modifier method of `arraylist_insert.c`

Last, in Listing 2.3 we can find the observer methods of the running example:

- **arraylist_find(list, element)**: Searches the element ‘element’ in the list ‘list’.
- **arraylist_isFull(list)**: Checks if list ‘list’ has reached full capacity.
- **arraylist_isNull(list)**: Checks if list ‘list’ is initialised.
- **arraylist_isEmpty(list)**: Checks if list ‘list’ has no elements inserted.
- **arraylist_size(list)**: Returns the length of the list ‘list’.

```c
/* Finds element in list list */
int arraylist_find(struct arraylist* list, int element)
{
    struct lnode* n;
    int found = 0;

    if(!list) return 0;
    n = list->body;

    while(n) {
        if(n->data == element) {
            found = 1;
        }
        n = n->next;
    }
    return found;
}
```
In Figure 2.4 we show a fragment of the KS2 output for the insert method of our running example. More specifically, although the output is more extensive, we only show an excerpt, a precondition and two axioms that are part of the the inferred method Postcondition:

**Listing 2.3:** Observer methods of `arraylist_insert.c`

```c
int arraylist_isFull(struct arraylist* list) {
    if(!list) return 0;
    return list->capacity <= list->size;
}

int arraylist_isNull(struct arraylist* list) {
    if(!list) return 1;
    return 0;
}

int arraylist_isEmpty(struct arraylist* list) {
    if(!list) {
        return 0;
    } else {
        return !list->body;
    }
}

int arraylist_size(struct arraylist* list) {
    if(!list) {
        return 0;
    } else {
        return list->size;
    }
}
```

**Listing 2.4:** KindSpec 2.0 output for the running example `insert.c`

**PRECONDITION P:**

```plaintext
(arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 ^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 ^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size ^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 ^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1) ||
```

**POSTCONDITION Q:**

**AXIOMS:**

```plaintext
A1: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 ^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 ^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size ^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 ^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1) =>
    (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 ^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 ^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size ^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 ^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1 ^ ret=0)
```

```plaintext
A2: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 ^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 ^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size ^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 ^ arraylist_isFull(l)=0) =>
    (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 ^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 ^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size + 1 ^ arraylist_find(l,item)=1 ^ ret=1)
```

...
The first axiom (A1) specifies that, provided the set $l$ is not empty or uninitialized, is full, and the element $item$ is not originally contained in $l$, then after the insertion the set is not empty nor uninitialized, the size of the set is the same, the element $x$ is not contained in the set and the modifier function returns 0. Roughly speaking, the set is full and we cannot add any other element into it.

The second axiom (A2) in Listing 2.4 corresponds to the case when the list is not full, not empty, has length $i1$ and does not contain the element $x$. Then, after the execution of the modifier, the length is incremented by one and the element is in the list.

As we anticipated, the synthesis of such a specification is done by combining symbolic execution [KaaV76], lazy initialisation [KaaV03], and abstract subsumption [KsaV08] techniques. Informally, symbolic execution analyses the program’s execution by using symbolic variables (with no value assigned). Lazy initialisation, in turn, is based on delaying dynamic memory allocation for object initialisation until the first moment it is accessed, either for reading its value or for setting a new one. Finally, abstract subsumption is used to reduce the total computation space of the program (frequently used in loops to avoid termination problems associated to symbolic execution).

In this way, for each pair $(s, s')$ of initial and final states in the symbolic execution tree for a modifier method, a $p \Rightarrow q$ implication is generated, where both $p$ and $q$ are expressed in terms of observer methods from the program. The axiom $p \Rightarrow q$ can be thought of as the $s$ and $s'$ explanation.

### 2.3 The correctness problem due to abstraction

In Computer Science, abstraction is a technique frequently used to hide the complexity of a system, so that the user that needs to interact with it can focus on the higher or more abstract layer rather than the implementation of the underlying layers. For example, a programmer does not need to know how the data representation works at machine level to write code because the level of abstraction has been raised in order to ease the coding task.

When it comes to Software Engineering, abstraction is really helpful in analysis and verification tasks. When we use symbolic execution, we may encounter loops and recursion in the analyzed code, that cause infinite branches in the execution path. However, not exploring all the generated branches leads to a lack of correctness in the analysis.

One solution to mitigate this problem is employing subsumption techniques that detect if a particular path or a similar one have been already executed. If so, the symbolic execution is halted, assuming that the given branch is covered. Nevertheless, when recursive data structures are present, this subsumption checking technique might lead to infinite loops. This is why abstract subsumption is proposed as a solution that can ensure termination even with complex data structures by calculating an approximation of the generated data structures, easing the subsumption task whose aim is to stop the symbolic run.

In our project, using abstraction and subsumption techniques to stop the symbolic runs involve loosing the ability to ensure the axioms inferred by KS2 are correct. In the next chapters we propose two refinement techniques that aim to obtain more precise and complete contracts.
CHAPTER 3

Contract refinement by using QuickCheck

QuickCheck (QC f.n.o.) is a software tool that automatically provides random test cases for program properties. It can be used to test the veracity and consistency of the given properties thanks to the libraries that it offers for different data types. While it was originally defined for Haskell, it has been lately adapted to a multitude of programming languages, which includes C, Java, Prolog, Ruby, etc.

When one works with QC, the first step is to define the properties that must be checked. For example, Listing 3.1 contains the integer multiplication commutativity property in QuickCheck syntax for C.

```c
QCC_TestStatus mulCommutativity(QCC_GenValue **vals, int len, QCC_Stamp **stamp)
{
    int a = *QCC_getValue(vals, 0, int*);
    int b = *QCC_getValue(vals, 1, int*);
    return a*b == b*a;
}
```

Listing 3.1: QuickCheck for C - Property Example

In this code `mulCommutativity` receives 3 parameters: `vals` is a double pointer that contains all the integer random values that are automatically generated by QC libraries, `len` indicates how many values were generated, and `stamp` contains information about the test outcome (passed, failed or unknown).

Thanks to the "QCC_getValue()" macro\(^1\), the random value can be extracted, indicating the source, position and expected type of data. In this case, the first two random integers are extracted from the `vals` structure that is received as a parameter. Finally, the commutativity property is checked in terms of a boolean expression and the result is returned in terms of `QCC_TestStatus` which is detailed later.

QC is able to infer from the heading of the properties which data must be generated and then executes the tests and informs if tests have succeeded or not. If any of the tests fails, we conclude the program does not fulfill the property. The generated output reports how many tests were performed and its outcome. Besides, if it returns a negative result, a counterexample is generated. Figure 3.2 shows the result for the commutativity of multiplication example.

\(^1\)A macro is a fragment of code which has been given a name. Whenever the name is used, it is replaced by the contents of the macro
It must be mentioned that, given that QC is coupled with the developed systems we must respect the syntax and semantics of the source language. For this reason, depending on the considered language, the syntax for specifying properties varies.

In this project, we focus on QuickCheck for C (QCC f.n.o.), and for its proper use we proceeded to a thorough study of its capabilities. Its understanding is relatively easy with basic knowledge about pointers, memory allocation and other common features of imperative programming languages.

The QCC system provides random value generators for all the existing primitive types in C (int, long, float, double, char and boolean), and also generators for arrays that contain primitive type values. In both cases, a range of values can be established for the desired tests, e.g., generate an array of integers which values range between 20 and 250. On the other hand, the main ability of the system is automatic test generation and execution, which allows eventual axiom falsification (up to the given tests) by using data generators. The result of the tests is a tag (declared as “Stamp”) which indicates if the test has been passed (QCC_OK), if it has failed (QCC_FAIL) or if it has an unknown result (QCC_NOTHING). Additionally, the system supports logic operators (AND, OR, NOT and XOR) for these tags that allow defining more complex properties by combining individual test results.

The execution of all the tests admits as a parameter the number of times we want the tests to be executed, and each time it is carried out with independent random sets.

3.1 From KindSpec 2.0 contracts into QuickCheck program properties

As shown in Figure 3.1 the contract synthesis performed by KS2 returns a plain text and a Java object. This output must be transformed into testing structures, which later are being executed alongside QCC libraries (that include the random generators). In later sections the method for completing the translation task properly is described.

We illustrate the process by means of our running example. First, at “POSTCONDITION Q:” headline of Figure 2.4 we see all the implications the program must satisfy, so we can deduce which tests QCC must generate.

In Listing 2.3 we can appreciate the anatomy of each method, that is to say, its name, its call and the return result when executed. Said result is just a boolean indicator flag (‘0’ = false, ‘1’ = true) that informs if the consulted property, characterized by observer methods, is true or false or if the operation execution has been correctly done (or any error may have arisen) in the case of modifier methods. I also retrieves relevant information in cases like length.

The test generation for any axiom (which needs a C function for each of them) is then carried out step-wisely as follows:

1. First, we create a testing structure in QCC by defining the name of the checking function, the number of arguments (resources it needs) and the type of data of these. For example, for an axiom A we could create a checking function that uses three arguments - two Integers and one Character.

2. Then, we extract the generated data from where QCC stored them.
3. Finally, we translate the KS2 output into QCC syntax to proceed with the checking step. Each axiom corresponds to a QCC property. We note that the axiom contains an implication, which divides the clause in two parts: an antecedent, which must be satisfied before running the program method, and a consequent, which specifies the correct behavior of the execution.

In order to illustrate the proposed methodology, we analyze the following axiom:

```
arraylist_isFull(list)=0 \land arraylist_size(list)=0 \land arraylist_find(list, element)=0 \land arraylist_isNull(list)=0 \land arraylist_isEmpty(list)=1) 
=>
(arraylist_size(list)=1 \land arraylist_find(list, element)=1 \land arraylist_isNull(list)=0 \land arraylist_isEmpty(list)=0 \land ret=1)
```

Program Listing 3.3 exemplifies the result of the procedure we have just explained for our example. First we define `axiom1` as the check function with the following default arguments in the header:

1. `len`: Indicates the size of the automatically generated test set.
2. `**vals`: Contains the automatically generated random data.
3. `**stamp`: Specifies the tags for returning the function result. It is used for other purposes not related to our work that we will not describe in this document.

Then, we extract the generated Integer value with `*QCC_getValue` from the `**vals` argument. Finally, we write the following correspondence between the axiom and the code: The first conditional block “IF” corresponds to the antecedent of the implication, calling all the necessary observer methods. For example, if the axiom indicates the structure
is not full yet, with isfull(s)=0, in the QCC implementation a call to the method which
verifies said condition must be done, in this case, arraylist_isfull(l), being l the given data
structure.

QCC_TestStatus axiom1(QCC_GenValue **vals, int len, QCC_Stamp **stamp) {
    arraylist* l = arraylist_create();
    int elementToContain = *QCC_getValue(vals, 1, int*); int ret; int length = 1;

    // Antecedent
    if(!arraylist_isfull(l) &&
        size(l) == 0 &&
        !contains(&elementToContain, l) &&
        !isnull(l) &&
        isempty(l)) {
        ret = insert(l, &elementToContain);

        // Consequent
        return (size(l) == 1 &&
                contains(l, &elementToContain) &&
                !isnull(l) &&
                !isempty(l) &&
                ret);
    } else {
        return QCC_NOTHING;
    }
}

Listing 3.3: Running example translation

If the condition is true (the antecedent is satisfied), the “IF” block content, which is
essentially the execution of the target method, is executed. For this example, a random
data has been added to the structure. If the addition has been done correctly, a boolean
indicator flag “1” is returned, or a “0” otherwise. This returned value is stored to use it
in the consequent for the QCC property.

The consequent of the axiom is represented in the return block of the QCC code.
Again, observer calls from the data structure are used to check if the implication holds. If
all goes as expected, the test is passed, and QCC returns an affirmative stamp QCC_OK,
or a QCC_FAIL otherwise. It should be mentioned a special case that arises when the
property cannot be checked because the guard in the conditional is not satisfied and a
conclusive result cannot be inferred, which is identified by QCC_NOTHING and does
not contribute to QCC statistics when analyzing the test results. This corresponds to the
case when the antecedent is not satisfied for the test case that is run, and corresponds
to the “ELSE” block. All the stamps are collected by QCC and the global result of the
execution is returned, indicating the number of successful results and the failures (Figure
3.5).

The last part of the methodology requires a main function to call the QCC library,
which executes the above generated axiom test constructions. As well as each axiom has
its own function defined, it also has its own function call in the main.

Listing 3.4 shows the function call for our running example. The first step to build
it is to initialize the random() function for C, as it is the top function of QC. QCC_init(0)
performs the initialization using an integer parameter. Then, the QCC_testForAll starts
the automatic random test generator for the specified axiom. It requires a minimum of 5
arguments:

1. Number of tests to perform. The higher the value, the more security we win.
2. Number of maximum failures. If the number of errors reaches this value, the execution halts. In our particular case, if one error arises, the axiom can be ruled out immediately.

3. Name of the function to test. References the function to be tested with random values.

4. Number of generator(s) needed. It is related to the next argument.

5. Name of at least one generator. This is a variable arguments list which allows to specify as many generators as the User needs.

```c
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
    QCC_init(0);
    printf("Axiom 1 Testing: ");
    QCC_testForAll(1000, 10, axiom1, 2, QCC_genArrayIntLRD, QCC_genInt);
}
```

Listing 3.4: Main function for the running example

In this example, the axiom defined in Listing 3.3 named "axiom1" is tested with 1000 test cases, allows 10 errors and calls 2 generators: an array of integers generator and an integer value generator. After compiling and linking the C file, the execution of the test can be carried out:

```
Axiom 1 Testing: 1000 test passed (Failed 0) - Not sure 0!
```

Listing 3.5: Results of the running example

To conclude the example, the candidate axiom has passed all the tests with no failures so, in terms of the massive random testing performed by QCC, this can be considered a reasonable warranty of correctness.

Let us show an example of the output provided by QCC when a property does not hold. Assume that we modify Listing 3.3 at "arraylist_size(l) == 0" with "arraylist_size(l) == 1", so that we obtain a negative result, which indicates how many tests must have been carried out to find the error, and the data set which made it fail. In this case, the axiom is false as witnessed by the following input data (showed in square brackets) and the value "454578811" that is inserted in the given test.

```
Axiom 1 Testing: Falsifiable after 1 test
454578811
```

Listing 3.6: Running example fail test

3.2 Automatic translation to QCC - AutoQCC Tool

The main objective of this module is to automatically generate a new file written in C which contains QCC structures and which the user is able to execute in order to verify candidate axioms. We named this tool AutoQCC, which stands for "Automatic QuickCheck for C".

Our starting point is the automatic inference tool KS2 output, which issues a file containing all the inferred axioms in a TXT format and a Java Object. At first sight, the
information the TXT file provides is not helpful for our translators, so we must search for a greater source of knowledge. We know the KS2 tool had been build in Java, and it has a complex open-source structure we are going to describe in the following sections. Knowing the inner formations of the program, a method to extract all the information about the result of the execution on a test program helps us to build our testing structures.

The solution applied in this project is to use the standard file returned as a Java Object. As the translation language to perform the automatic translation is also Java, the common standard object which serves as source of knowledge for the translator has a SER format. Among the many advantages of this format, we find how simple is for the majority of software to process it. In particular, in Java, if a class A implements the `Serializable` class, the generated objects of this A class can be easily exported to a file formatted as SER.

In this way, KS2 exports a SER formatted file each time it infers properties for a new program, and this contains all the objects created to automatically generate structures for QCC and EACSL. As anticipated, we need to perform an automatic translation from the SER file to generate C executable files.

The automatic inference tool KS2 is composed by many modules which work together with \( \mathbb{K} \) framework to generate a program contract. In this project study a part of these modules in order to understand its functioning and to be able to explore the classes properly. The module shown in Figure 3.2, called "Inference" contains a library of tools KS2 uses to build the full inferred contract.

![Figure 3.2: Inference module in KindSpec 2.0](image)

We can consider `Specification` class is our starting node for our translation. It has two attributes that are used to separate the automatically generated properties: `CONTRACT` (from `Contract` class), which describes the inferred contract of a program, and `candidateAxioms`, a Java List of `Axioms` that contain the inferred candidate axiom.

On one hand, a `CONTRACT` object contains the preconditions and the postconditions similar to the ones we could see in Listing 2.4 stored as Lists of `Axioms`. Since the content of this attribute is a list of verified axioms, we do not include them in the translation.
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On the other hand, candidateAxioms is also a List of axioms, so the analysis of this list is not different from the one applied on the Postcondition.

![Figure 3.3: Axiom Structure](image)

The structure of an Axiom object is simple: it contains one right side and one left side separated by an implication (⇒), which we call the antecedent and the consequent, respectively. In KS2 implementation, each of these attributes is a List of Constraints. We can see their structure in Figure 3.3.

A Constraint is also easy to describe, as we can see in Figure 3.4. It is formed by:

- **leftTag**: the name of the observer method.
- **constraintOperator**: the operator that relates both sides.
- **rightValue**: the expected returned value of the observer method.

![Figure 3.4: Constraint object structure](image)

The second item we focus on is *SymbolicExecution*. Its task during the automatic property infer is to store all the methods (observers and modifier) analyzed for purposes not related to this project. They are saved in a Java List as FunctionProfile objects, class that collects all the parameters that define a method:

- **name**: indicates the name of the method.
- **returnType**: specifies the type of data the function returns.
- **arguments**: stores all the arguments the method needs to operate as Argument objects.

For example, if we consider "int isFull(struct set *s)", name would be "isFull", return type is an integer, and there is only a user defined struct as argument.

A fragment of the second module we are studying is shown in Figure 3.5, and it is tagged as "symbolic". It contains all the classes needed to perform the symbolic execution, but for this project we are only considering the ones displayed in the Figure.

FunctionProfile class helps us define all the attributes a method has, like its name, return types and a list of arguments. Using this class, a SymbolicExecution object can completely define all the attributes of a modifier method, and all the observer methods stored in its "programFunctions" attribute.

Knowing this information about the structure we can deduce both SymbolicExecution and Specification contain all the necessary information for us to generate the testing files.
Now, all we have to do is, once the KS2 tool has inferred a program contract, to export these two Java objects as SER formatted files and start the translation. The SER file is the necessary input file for our tools, and serves as a link of both with KS2.

The full source code of AutoQCC tool has been attached to this document as Appendix file A. The following is a step by step explanation of the program execution flow.

To perform the translation we first must create an output file where to print the result. Then, the writing can begin.

The initial step in all programs written in C is to declare the `#include` tags at the beginning of the file. By default, we import `stdio.h`, `string.h` and the QC library `quickcheck4c.h`.

Next, we import the SER formatted file and extract the object contained in it. `Specification` and `SymbolicExecution` classes contain all the information needed for the translators to perform their tasks, therefore its necessary to recover them before starting the candidate axiom translation.

`SymbolicExecution` object stores all the functions present in the contract and AutoQCC tool use it as source. Generally, as we build a translation, we only need the method’s name, its symbolic parameter and its expected return value, all of them recoverable from `Specification`.

To begin the candidate axiom translation, we first need to declare variables for different purposes:

- Counters: We need to iterate over Java Lists and, although we use the efficient version of the For clause (For Each), we still need to enhance the output information, for example, return to the user the number of axioms and candidate axioms present in the contract. Other variables are used to count the number of types, the number of tests to be performed, etc.

```c
int axiomCounter = 1;
int typesCounter = 0;
int numberOfTests = args[0];
```
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- Data Structures: According to Listing 3.3, all the needed used in the QCC structure must be declared at the beginning of each generated method. Besides, the main method of the program needs to know which types of data QC needs to generate. Both `variablesToDeclare` and `typesOfData` lists are stored in a Java `ArrayList` data structure.

```java
List<List<FunctionType>> typesOfData = new ArrayList();
List<Argument> variablesToDeclare = new ArrayList();
```

- Auxiliary Data Structures: KS2 uses Java List or classes that implement Java List to store information and perform its tasks. When recovering the data from either `Specification` or `SymbolicExecution`, the same data structures are used.

```java
List<FunctionProfile> functions = se.getProgramFunctions();
List<Axiom> post = spec.getContract().getPostcondition();
List<Axiom> candidateAxioms = spec.getCandidateAxioms();
```

- Strings: As reading the recovered data from the SER file, the information is stored in plain text in order to be printed in the final file. To accomplish this, many String variables keep this data until the end of the iterations. Along the described code the `String` values include escape sequences which add tabulations (\t) and line breaks (\n) to the final code in order to improve readability.

```java
String finalString = "";
String main = "";
```

In order to perform the candidate axiom translation, the tool needs to iterate over the lists containing the axioms of the postcondition and the candidate axioms. On each iteration it follows the same steps:

1. Sets the header of the method including the type of axiom (candidate or not), the number of the axiom (based on a counter variable we declared at the beginning) and the arguments, explained above the Listing 3.3.

```java
// Start of the For Each iteration
for (Axiom a: candidateAxioms) {
    String headerString = "QCC_TestStatus axiom" + axiomCounter + "(QCC_GenValue **vals, int len, QCC_Stamp **stamp) \n";
```

2. Stores the left hand side and the right hand side of the axiom, namely, the antecedent and the consequent, which correspond to the IF clause and the Return clause from 3.3. They are both lists of `Constraint` objects, so it needs to iterate over them using a For Each clause too.

```java
List<Constraint> left = a.getLeftHandSide();
List<Constraint> right = a.getRightHandSide();
```

3. For the antecedent part (IF clause):
(a) On each of the inner iteration the tool saves the name, the operator and the value of each Constraint object. If the value of the observer method is not an integer (which is usually a boolean indicator 0 or 1, except for observer methods like length() or size()), it means KS2 set a symbolic variable during the inferring task, and it must add it to the variablesToDeclare list as an Argument object. In such case, it need further information about the function it is adding to the data structure, so it searches for it in the functions the SymbolicExecution object provides. As depicted function when calling “findFunction(...)” from Listing 3.7, doing this query returns a FunctionProfile object which contains the full data about it. The required argument for this query are a list of all the available observer methods and the name of the method we need to find.

```java
String name = c.getLeftTag();
String value = c.getRightValue();
String co = c.getConstraintOperator();
counter++;

try {
    int newValue = Integer.parseInt(value);
    body += name + " " + co + "= " + newValue;
    if(counter < left.size()-1) body+= " &&
        \t\t";
    if(counter == left.size()-1) body+= ")";
} catch(Exception e) {
    FunctionProfile fpaux = findFunction(functions, name);
    variablesToDeclare.add(new
        Argument(fpaux.getReturnType(), value));
    body += name + " " + co + "= " + value;
    if(counter <= left.size()) {
        body+= " &&
            \t\t";
    } else body+= ")\n";
}
```

Listing 3.7: Auxiliary method to enhance observer method information

(b) Finally, the type of data the observer method returns is read and is added to the typesOfData list according to QCC types. Remember QCC has its own types of data, for example "QCC_Int" corresponds to the int type of C.

```java
List<String> tys = getFunctionTypes(functions, name);
List<FunctionType> aux = new ArrayList();
for (String s: tys) {
    aux.add(new FunctionType(s, counter));
}
types.add(typesCounter, aux);
typesCounter++;
// End of the nested For Each
```
4. Includes the modifier method. Again, the SymbolicExecution object is used to enhance the data to be printed on the file, such as, the name of the function and its arguments. The latter are stored into the variablesToDeclare list unless they have not been already added.

```java
body += " {
			ret = " + se.getModifierProfile().getName() + "("

List<Argument> ars = se.getModifierProfile().getArguments();
int arsCount = 0;
for (Argument ar : ars) {
    variablesToDeclare.add(ar);
    body += ar.getName();

    if(arsCount <= ars.size()) body += ",";
}
body += "); //Modifier function
"

initArgs = addArgsToBegining(variablesToDeclare);
```

5. For the consequent part (RETURN clause) the tools repeats the same steps as in 3.

6. Adds all the gathered info to a String variable whose content is printed in the file at the end of all iterations.

```java
writer.println(finalString);
```

Last, the only remaining part to generate is the main function of the program. Its aim is to call all the created test functions using "QCC_testForAll" (responsible for the tests execution in QCC) indicating:

- The number of tests to be performed. This is passed as an argument by the User when executes the tool.
- The number of allowed errors. This value is set by default to "1" because with one failure we can abort the testing as there is at least one case when the axiom is not correct.
- The types of generated data needed. To do so we shall retrieve the information from the typesOfData list and pretty print the variables that must be declared, i.e, build a correct declaration following C syntax of all the variables stored in the variablesToDeclare list. This function, which is shown in Listing 3.8, has been declared outside the main one in order to keep the readability of the axiom building process.

```java
public static String prettyPrintTypes(List<FunctionType> types) {
    String returnString = "";
    int counter = types.size();
    for (FunctionType ft: types) {
        returnString += ft.getQCCtype();
        if(counter-1 > 0) returnString += ",";
        counter--;
    }
    return returnString;
}
```

Listing 3.8: Pretty print function for variables needed in the testing structure
Again, as we need a call function for each axiom individually, an iteration must be carried out.

```java
String main = "int main(int argc, char **argv) {\n\tQCC_init(0);\n"
main += "\tprintf("QCC is testing AXIOMS... ");\n\n"

    int i = 0;
    while(axiomCounter >= i) {
        main += "\tprintf("Axiom " + i + ": ");\n";
        main += "\tQCC_testForAll(" + numberOfTests + ", 10, axiom" + i + ",
" + types.get(i).size() + ", " + prettyPrintTypes(types.get(i)) + 
");\n\n";
        i++;
    }
main += "\n";
```

Listing 3.9: main function of the QCC testing structure

To complete the translation, the `main` function and all the method calls are printed into the file.

```java
writer.println(main);
writer.close();
```

At this point we obtain a C file with all the axioms translated. The last step to complete the testing structure must be performed by the user. Since the structures in C offer such a vast variety of possible constructions, the automatically generated data QCC delivers needs to be adapted to said structures. A full example to depict this is shown in the Section ?? of this document.
CHAPTER 4

Property checking with E-ACSL

Frama-C is a suite of tools devoted to the analysis of the source code of software written in C. It offers a static analysis (a computation of the code without executing it) which aim to perform a more in-depth look at the source code.

The C analysis platform Frama-C has wide range of extensions which broaden the capabilities of the tool and allow deeper understanding and control of the code. The E-ACSL plug-in is one of these extensions, which supports runtime verification of the C code. This task is done by translating the annotated C source code program $p$ into another program $p'$ that will be verified once is run with a test case and which will fail at runtime if any of the assertions defined by the annotations is violated. If no annotation is violated, it concludes that $p$ has the same functional behaviour as $p'$. We can consider this tool as an expansion of the Frama-C code analyzer as it performs dynamic verification aside from the static one.

The E-ACSL plug-in works with a subset of the ACSL$^1$ notation, which can express a wide range of functional properties thus, in order to take advantage of the tool, we first need to translate into E-ACSL syntax the output from KindSpec 2.0. ACSL is a formal specification language designed expressly to write program properties following a function contract template. Besides, it can be used to express complete or partial specifications, from a low level ("the function expects an integer as return") to high level ("the linked list returns the mean of the values stored in the odd positions"). This fact makes it a perfect candidate to use in this project.

The E-ACSL plug-in uses first-order logic to create inner annotations. First-order logic can use quantified variables over non-logical objects to express existence ($\exists$ - exists symbol) and universality ($\forall$ - forall symbol) and also allows the use of sentences that contain variables. For example, we can express "Toby is a dog" as "$\exists$ a dog X, and X is a dog".

The source code of the program follows C syntax and its annotations can be written at any point of the program as long as is delimited by a comment block and start with the "@" symbol, i.e, "/*@ ... */". Also, E-ACSL provides a set of built-in predicates and logic functions that may be handy for complex asserts.

Let us introduce an example whose annotations aim to check that the value of $x$ is equal to zero during the execution. Evidently, the code in Listing 4.1 does not fail at runtime as the value assigned to $x$ is 0, while the code in Listing 4.2 causes an execution abort:

---

$^1$http://www.frama-c.com/acsl.html
When annotating a program using E-ACSL language, we must compile the program using Frama-C, and specify the E-ACSL plug-in has to be included, otherwise the annotation is ignored because the GCC compiler does not consider comment blocks. However, the compiler used by Frama-C is an extension of GCC which has been enhanced to read the comment blocks tagged with an "@" symbol.

4.1 Translating KindSpec 2.0 contracts into EACSL program specifications

The ACSL notation has a paramount notion among its functional properties, which is the ability to define function contracts. These contracts express the behaviour of a function in formal terms, following Hoare’s style [Hoa69] where preconditions, postconditions and/or invariants can be defined using clauses like requires, ensures and invariant, respectively.

Remember that we are working with axioms that express a program property, and our main objective is to eventually ensure its correctness.

Following the diagram from Figure 4.1 we can see the translation flow is similar to the QCC one except for two reasons: First, the libraries used come from Frama-C tool and the expansion plug-in E-ACSL. Then, the generated executable file takes the source code as input too because the system is performing an annotation into this code.
If we take as starting point the output generated by the refinement process described in Section 3.1, we have seen the final form of axioms correspond to an implication that relates preconditions $p$ and postconditions $q$. Now, a translation from the KS2 output to ACSL notation is needed in order to be able to use the E-ACSL plug-in. This annotation is placed above the modifier method for readability purposes, but it could be put anywhere in the code as is typed inside a comment block.

The notation offers a syntax based on formal assertions, where properties are easy to define. Besides, it has built-in predicates and logic functions, most of them based in C pointers, all of them marked with a backslash, both to indicate they are already defined and to prevent them to be overwritten. As an example consider $\valid(p)$ that checks if pointer $p$ has a valid memory allocation, and $\result$, that retrieves a function result.

Let us assume one of the previous axioms generated by KS2:

\[
\arraylist\text{\_isFull}(list)=0 \land \arraylist\text{\_size}(list)=0 \land \arraylist\text{\_find}(list, element)=0 \land \arraylist\text{\_isNull}(list)=0 \land \arraylist\text{\_isEmpty}(list)=1)
\implies
(arraylist\text{\_size}(list)=1 \land \arraylist\text{\_find}(list, element)=1 \land arraylist\text{\_isNull}(list)=0 \land arraylist\text{\_isEmpty}(list)=0 \land \result=1)
\]

The translation from KS2 axiom to ACSL formulas is quite immediate as we only need to adapt the logic connectors (change "\^" by "\&\&" and the boolean values (the plug-in does not interpret 0’s and 1’s as boolean values as C does). Also, if we are working with pointers, the clause $\valid(s)$ is needed to check the validity of the argument’s memory allocation. The ACSL annotation obtained from the previous KS2 axiom is the following:

```c
/*\valid(list);
ensures
(arraylist\text{\_isFull}(list)==false && arraylist\text{\_size}(list)==false &&
arraylist\text{\_find}(list, element)==false && arraylist\text{\_isNull}(list)==false &&
arraylist\text{\_isEmpty}(list)==true)
implies
(arraylist\text{\_size}(list)==true && arraylist\text{\_find}(list, element)==true &&
arraylist\text{\_isNull}(list)==false && arraylist\text{\_isEmpty}(list)==false &&
\result==1);*/

Listing 4.3: E-ACSL Example Translation
```

Note a one-to-one correspondence of the implication seen in the KS2 output and the translation in Listing 4.3. The \texttt{ensures} clause encompass all commands until it finds a semicolon. In this case the clause is used because we want to guarantee that, provided the precondition is satisfied, the postcondition holds in runtime.

It is possible that the result of the used functions is stored in a variable for which we do not know its value. For example, if the list’s length was $x$ before the element insertion and the process is not successful ($\result==0$), after performing the operation, the length will be the same. In this case we have to introduce universal quantifiers in order to ensure this property. Besides, we use built-in functions from E-ACSL which save the variables values before the \texttt{ensures} implication ($\old$) and after it ($\at(variable\_name, Post)$):
Remember the KS2 output consists of a set of axioms that describe the program’s behavior as independent axioms, that capture the method behavior for one particular case (the structure is empty, or has already the element contained, is null...). To express individual cases, E-ACSL allows defining function contracts based on behaviors using the keyword `behavior`. We already know how to translate an axiom, so all boils down to structure them in the following way:

```
/*@ \valid(list)
behavior ListEmpty:
  <ensures axiom1 applied on list>;
behavior ElementIncluded:
  <ensures axiom2 applied on list>;
...
behavior ListNull:
  <ensures axiomN applied on list>;
complete behaviors
disjoint behaviors
*/
```

When the contract is structured in behaviors, it is not required to express a "complete" set of behaviors, that is, some cases might not be covered. Similarly, it is not required that two distinct behaviors do not overlap. If any of these conditions are desirable they can be specified at the end of the annotation block and become an extra check of the contract:

- Complete behaviors: Specifies that a set of behaviors covers all the possible conducts the program might have. The clause can depict which behaviors from the specified set are the one that make this condition true. If none is specified, the plug-in concludes all do.

- Disjoint behaviors: Specifies that a set of behaviors are pairwise disjoint, that is, the possible conducts the program might have are expressed individually and do not overlap. Similarly to the previous one, the clause can depict which behaviors make this condition true and if none is specified, all of them are considered.

Finally, in the same way as in previous sections, the elements used to define the property are observer functions from the analyzed code. For the current version of E-ACSL
this usage is not available, so a translation of these must be performed, according to the ACSL notation.

All user-defined functions in this formal language need a header declaration, where the return type, arguments (and their type) and function call are indicated. Then, E-ACSL axioms (different from the ones we are generating) must be defined as rules the function must follow to perform the function task.

Here is an example of the isFull(s) ACSL function:

```plaintext
/*@ axiomatic IsFull {
logic boolean isFull(struct arraylist *list) = isFull(list);

axiom NotFull:
\forall struct arraylist *list;
list->size == list->capacity ==> \true;

axiom Full:
\forall struct arraylist *list;
list->size < list->capacity ==> \false;
}*/
```

Listing 4.6: Translation to EACSL

It should be mentioned that the created axiomatic structure is used to include and organize the axioms and functions, but should not be used to call the user-defined function body as is not recognized by the compiler.

4.2 Translated ACSL specification for the running example

In our running example described in Section 2.2 we started with the following axioms:

```plaintext
A1: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size
\^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1) => (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size \^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1 \^ ret=0) ^

A2: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size
\^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=0) => (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size + 1 \^ arraylist_find(l,item)=1 \^ ret=1) ^

A3: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size
\^ arraylist_find(l,item)=1) => (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=0 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size \^ arraylist_find(l,item)=1 \^ ret=0) ^

A4: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=1 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size
\^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1) => (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=1 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size \^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=1 \^ ret=0) ^

A5: (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=1 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size
\^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=0) => (arraylist_isEmpty(l)=1 \^ arraylist_isNull(l)=0 \^ arraylist_size(l)=?l_size \^ arraylist_find(l,item)=0 \^ arraylist_isFull(l)=0 \^ ret=0) ^
```
After translating them into QCC properties, we ran the tests with the automatic test case generator QuickCheck, and none of them had been falsified.

Then, for their dynamic verification we proceeded to translate them into E-ACSL formulas following the methodology described in the previous section. In Listing ?? we show the final ACSL specification, where the annotation is depicted in a big comment block placed before the `insert` method. First, user defined logic functions that are needed for constructing the properties are described in structures tagged as `axiomatic`. Each of these are part of the manual implementation the user needs to due to the impossibility to generate automatic mathematical specifications. Then, each axiom is defined as a behavior. In some cases, as we mentioned before, we might need to introduce the universal quantifiers `forall` to build a correct assertion. The code from Listing 4.8 shows a fragment from the final contract written in E-ACSL. Appendix C contains the full:

```c
/*@ axiomatic IsNull {
logic boolean isnull(struct arraylist *l) = isNull(l);
axiom Null:
\forall struct arraylist *l;
  l->body == \null ==> \false;
axiom NotNull:
  \forall struct arraylist *l;
  1->body != \null ==> \true;}
*/

/*@ axiomatic IsEmpty {
logic boolean isempty(struct arraylist *l) = isEmpty(s);
axiom Empty:
  \forall struct arraylist *l;
  l->size == 0 ==> \true;
axiom NotEmpty:
  \forall struct arraylist *l;
  l->size > 0 ==> \false;}
*/

/*@ axiomatic IsFull {
logic boolean isfull(struct arraylist *l) = isFull(s);
axiom NotFull:
  \forall struct arraylist *l;
  l->size == l->capacity ==> \true;
axiom Full:
  \forall struct arraylist *l;
  l->size < l->capacity ==> \false;}
*/

/*@ axiomatic Size {
logic boolean size{L}(struct arraylist *l, integer a) = length{L}(s, a);
axiom True:
  \forall struct arraylist *l, integer a;
  size{L}(l, a) == length{L}(s, a) ==> \true;
*/
```

\forall \text{struct arraylist } l, \text{integer } a;
\ l->size == a ==> \text{true};
axiom False:
\forall \text{struct arraylist } l, \text{integer } a;
\ l->size != a ==> \text{false};
*/

/*@ axiomatic Contains {
logic integer contains(integer x, \text{struct arraylist } l) = contains(l, x);
axiom Found:
\exists \text{struct arraylist } l, \text{integer } i, \text{integer } x;
\ l[i] == x ==> \text{true}
axiom NotFound:
\forall \text{struct arraylist } l, \text{integer } i, \text{integer } x;
\ l[i] != x ==> \text{false};
}*/

// ------- BEHAVIOURS DEFINITION -------
*
requires \valid(l);
behavior A:
  ensures \forall integer ?l\_size;
  (?l\_size >= 0) ==>
  arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist\_size(l) == ?l\_size &&
  arraylist\_find(l, item) == 0 && arraylist\_isFull(l) == 1) ==>
  arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist\_size(l) == ?l\_size + 1 &&
  \result) ==>
  \old(?l\_size) == \at(?l\_size, Post)
behavior B:
  ensures \forall integer ?l\_size;
  (?l\_size >= 0) ==>
  arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist\_size(l) == ?l\_size &&
  arraylist\_find(l, item) == 0 && arraylist\_isFull(l) == 0) ==>
  arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist\_size(l) == ?l\_size + 1 &&
  \result) ==>
  \old(?l\_size) == \at(?l\_size, Post)
... behavior F:
  ensures arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 1 &&
  arraylist\_size(l) == 0 && arraylist\_find(l, item) == 0 && arraylist\_isFull(l) == 0) ==>
  arraylist\_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist\_isNull(l) == 1 && arraylist\_size(l) ==
  0 && arraylist\_find(l, item) == 0 && arraylist\_isFull(l) == 0 && \result)
complete behaviors
disjoint behaviors
*/

int arraylist\_insert(arraylist\* l, void\* item) {...

Listing 4.8: Final contract for arraylist\_insert.c

To check whether the candidate axioms generated by KS2 are correct or not, one must run this code with the E-ACSL plug-in from Frama-C. As stated before, the whole pro-
program is compiled by an extension of GCC and outputs an execution file if the syntax is correct. During execution, if no assert clause is violated and no error is returned, it does not fail at runtime, and we can assure the contract is correct. Otherwise, the assert clause that does not hold during execution is identified.

After performing both tests we can conclude the following based on the results:

1. If all the tests for all the inferred candidate axioms pass the QCC tool, the checking of the axioms can go through the second tool. One single error here would mean there is one case where the property does not hold, and the axiom is not correct.

2. If the program is successfully executed with using the Frama-C plug-in E-ACSL, it would mean the added annotation is correct. Therefore, we can consider the axiom as correct and include it in the final axiom list that swell the contract

Last, it should be mentioned that the user-defined logic functions are defined by the tester. For the running project, we manually inserted the functions. This task requires an in-depth knowledge and skill in Mathematics and Logic as one have to express in formal terms the methods declaration. The result of the second checking tool using E-ACSL plug-in tells us the inferred candidate axioms hold using the User-defined logic functions, but it cannot assure their definition has been done in a proper way. For example, "IsFull" logic function from Listing 4.6 checks if a struct member, namely "size" is equal to or less than another member called "capacity". If this logic function had been incorrectly defined and had made the test pass by chance (not failing at runtime), it would have resulted in a false negative, that is, asserting the program is error free when in fact contains an error.

Also, it can be even the opposite and deliver a false positive: abort the execution because it fails at runtime when the axiom is correct. In this case it might be the logic function definition the one not being accurate.

### 4.3 Automatic translation to EACSL - AutoEACSL Tool

Similarly to the previous tool AutoQCC described in Section 3.2, the main objective of this module is to automatically generate a new file written in C. It uses exactly the same structures shown in 3.2 and 3.5. Again, the source code is displayed in Appendix B.

Now, the file contains the source code KS2 analyses and a ACSL annotation is added to it. Remember EACSL is printed in the original program as a comment block "/*@...*/". The execution performance results unaffected as the comment block is ignored by the C compiler and is only readable by the EACSL plug-in.

The strategy followed is almost the same as in AutoQCC, except this time we read two objects instead: The SER file to gather the execution information, and the source code we are analyzing (whose contract we are verifying) is needed in order to merge the existing code and the annotation.

An overview of the generated annotation which results in a code similar to Listing ?? would be: First the user-defined methods (tagged as "axiomatic") to use in the ensure clauses are created. Then, "behaviors" are defined, described in Listing 4.5 according to the number of axioms. Each behavior includes an ensures clause which checks the implication specified in the axiom. Finally, if any of the items specified either in the antecedent or the consequent is a variable, a forall clause is added at the beginning of the ensures clause.

Our starting point for this second tool is the source code. For readability purposes, the ACSL annotation should be placed right above the modifier function of the analyzed
4.3 Automatic translation to EACSL - AutoEACSL Tool

To do so, first the source code has to be read and then printed to the new file the tool is going to generate until it reaches the modifier function.

Then, the SER file is imported and both Specification and SymbolicExecution objects are extracted.

After this the building of the user-defined functions of the annotation starts. As we mentioned in Section 4.1, these functions are required by the annotation as E-ACSL does not support already-defined program methods call yet. To read all the observer methods used in the contract, SymbolicExecution object is used. As it iterates over the list of methods, it builds the structure of the method in terms of logic functions. It should be mentioned that this functions cannot be automatically generated, since each of them depends on the original observer method definition. The tester must manually complete this part in order to make this logic functions available.

To generate the ensures clauses we follow the same strategy as in AutoQCC. This part also requires auxiliary variables line counters, data structures and Lists. At each iteration over the list of axioms the tool:

1. Stores the Constraint methods that form its antecedent and its consequent.
2. Builds both the antecedent and the consequent by concatenating the Constraint content using "&&".
3. Detects if any of the expected results of the previous two constructions includes a variable. If so, it is stored in an auxiliary structure which collects the variables we need to add to the forall clause.
4. If there is at least one variable stored in the auxiliary structure (else clause from Listing 4.9, it builds the forall clause, specifying that any variable must be equal or greater than zero, as the expected results are 0 and 1 (when the observer methods return a boolean value) or a positive integer number (in observer methods like "length"). Also, if the variable relates the antecedent and the consequent, an extra check which tests if the value before (\old) and after (\post) the program execution is the same is needed. For example, consider the running example of this project. If an element is successfully inserted in the data structure, the length before the execution is "x" and after it is "x+1". Assuming "x" is the Integer number 4, "x+1" would be equal to 5. This part starts after the comment block "OLD-POST" in Listing 4.9.
5. Builds the final structure of each behavior adding the ensures clause, the forall clause (if applicable), the antecedent and the consequent, and the \old / \post clause.

```java
if (variablesToEnsure.isEmpty()) {
    finalAxiomsBehaviors += header + axiomBehavior + "\n\n";
} else {
    int varSize = variablesToEnsure.size();
    pre += "\\forall integer ";
    for (int i = 0; i < varSize; i++) {
        pre += variablesToEnsure.get(i);
        if (i < varSize-1) pre += " && ";
    }
    pre += ";\n\t\t";

    for (int i = 0; i < varSize; i++) {
        pre += "(\" + variablesToEnsure.get(i) + " >= 0)";
        if (i < varSize-1) pre += " && ";
    }
```
Listing 4.9: `\forall` constraint building for variables

After the automatic generation of each behavior per axiom, the final step is to print the remaining part of the original source code into the final generated file.
CHAPTER 5

Full System Integration

In this chapter we show the final system structure where we integrate the two software artifacts into the contract synthesis methodology.

Figure 5.1 shows the full system integration, where the merge between AutoQCC and AutoEACSL systems are described.

5.1 Automatica.sh - Shell script for tool execution

Both tools have been built in Java language so, in order to execute them we can export them individually to JAR format. In this way, we only need to execute the JAR file with the right arguments.

To ease the use of these tools the system uses command-line interface (CLI) which allows the User to execute each tool from the terminal. The script has been developed
in Shell language for Unix machines. It has a simple structure as it only has to call the JAR files and pass them the necessary arguments. Most of the work done for the script is to normalize the input and show detailed errors when the requirements are not met. Listing 5.1 contains an example of the variables used for the check: `numberFormat` is used to assure an argument is an integer value, while `fileFormat` trims the input file name in two parts, the name and the extension, keeping only the second one.

```bash
#!/bin/bash
numberFormat='^[0-9]+$'
inputFileFormat=$(echo "$1" | cut -d "." -f2);
```

**Listing 5.1:** "Automatica" script for AutoQCC and AutoEACSL

To execute the translators the User needs to:

1. Indicate the name of the script and the input serialized file (SER format).
2. Choose the tool wanted to use by indicating a flag.
   - "-quickcheckforc" or "-qcc" selects the AutoQCC tool.
   - "-eacsl" selects the AutoEACSL tool.
   - "-full" or "-f" uses both tools to perform the two translations.
3. Pass one argument, depending on the selected tool. AutoQCC needs to know the number of tests it must perform. AutoEACSL asks for the source file into which it has to add the annotation. If both tools are called with the "-full" flag, these two arguments have to be passed, first the number of tests and then the source code file.

The `Automatica.sh` script from checks in its first block if the file input format is a SER formatted file (KSS is also allowed) that contains a Java Serializable object. As the input file is the first argument of the script call, we have to analyze the $1 variable extension name (remember in Shell $0 is the name of the script).

Then, the second block checks the number and type of arguments it has been passed. Taking into account we need at least 4 options and the maximum allowed arguments to properly call the script is 5, this block returns detailed instructions of the script call if the constraints are violated. Also, whenever the AutoQCC tool is called, we use the $re to check it is an integer value.

```bash
case $2 in
  -qcc | -quickcheckforc)
    if [[ $3 =~ $re ]]; then
      java -jar AutomaticaQCC.jar $file $3
      fi ;;
  -eacsl)
    java -jar AutomaticaEACSL.jar $file $3 ;;
  -f | -full)
    if [[ $3 =~ $re ]]; then
      java -jar AutomaticaQCC.jar $file $3
      java -jar AutomaticaEACSL.jar $file $4
    else
      exit
      fi ;;
  esac
```

**Listing 5.2:** "Automatica" script for AutoQCC and AutoEACSL

1. The `d` flag for `cut` command splits the name of the file by the indicated delimiter. `-fN` collects the Nth fragment generated by the splitter.
2. The KSS file type is primarily associated with 'FabTrol MRP' by FabTrol Systems, Inc.
Finally, a *case* command is used in Listing 5.2 to execute the proper translator. As stated in the above list, the tools can be used individually, if we only want to perform a verification part, or together, which is the purpose of this methodology. Each of them generates a C file that contains the translations which is saved in the same directory as the JAR file.

We must mention that this script returns useful information when the input is not correct, but this part has not been included in this Chapter. Appendix D contains the full script content.

5.2 Towards completely automated translators

The created tools automatically generate files whose purpose are testing the contract’s candidate axioms. The translation from candidate axioms to testing structures is mostly automated but, as the libraries QC offers only produce test cases for primitive variables, the translation is not executable. We invite the tester to check in depth the generated clauses and complete parts considered defective or unsound.

For the AutoQCC tool, the IF-RETURN-ELSE clause is built starting from the list of axioms provided by the SER file. This part is completely automatic. Remember this structure declares variables at the top of each function whose value come from the automatic random test generator QC. In most of the cases, the needed values are primitive, but if we find a user-defined structures (very common in C due to the language’s versatility), QC does not generate a suitable test case for it. During the axiom list analysis on the AutoQCC execution we may encounter a non-primitive variable, and this will not be added to the QC functions call (described in Section 3.1) located in the *main* function.

A good solution, which we reserve for future work is to expand QC’s libraries in order to obtain suitable generators for any kind of structures. Adding this capability to our system, we can develop a fully automated tool.
CHAPTER 6

Experiment

In this chapter we test the tools we have developed in order to assure they can be used to fulfill the objective we established. Beside, we aim to prove the project has not been developed to fit the necessities of one single program. The AutoQCC can translate any SER file generated by the automatic inferring process KS2 into C code. Remember this translation needs thorough checking and might need improvements which are up to the tester to perform.

To check the proper functioning of the tool, in the next section we expose the results for a linked list data structure example.

6.1 Testing linked list data structure - Insert.c

This experiment tests the candidate axioms of the linked list data structure shown in Listing 6.1. The program includes one modifier method called insert and observer methods related to the set.

```c
struct lnode {
    int value;
    struct lnode *next;
};

struct set {
    int capacity;
    int size;
    struct lnode *elems;
};

//Modifier method
int insert(struct set *s, int x) {...}

//Observer methods
int isnull(struct set *s) {...}
int isempty(struct set *s) {...}
int isfull(struct set *s) {...}
int contains(struct set *s, int x) {...}
int length(struct set *s) {...}
```

After automatically performing the contract inference by using the KS2 tool, we obtain the following candidate axioms list which we aim to falsify with AutoQCC:
POSTCONDITION Q:

AXIOMS:

A1: (isfull(s) = 0 \land length(s) = ?l0 \land contains(s,x) = 0 \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2) \Rightarrow (length(s) = l0 + 1 \land contains(s,x) = 1 \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2 \land ret))

A2: (isfull(s) = 0 \land length(s) = ?l0 + 1 \land contains(s,x) = 1 \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2) \Rightarrow (isfull(s) = 0 \land length(s) = ?l0 + 1 \land contains(s,x) = 1 \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2 \land ret)

A3: (isfull(s) = 0 \land length(s) = ?l0 + 1 \land contains(s,x) = ?c \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2) \Rightarrow (isfull(s) = 0 \land length(s) = ?l0 + 1 \land contains(s,x) = ?c \land isnull(s) = 0 \land isempty(s) = 0 \land ?l0 >= 2 \land ret);

Listing 6.1: KindSpec 2.0 output for the running insert.c

Following the strategy described in previous chapters, we analyze the SER file and translate it to C language. Let us show an example of the generated code by AutoQCC. The first axiom (A1) has been translated in the following way:

```c
int ret = 0;
int ?l0 + 1 = *QCC_getValue(vals, 0, int*);
struct set * s = *QCC_getValue(vals, 1, int*);
int x = *QCC_getValue(vals, 2, int*);

// Left Hand Side - Antecedent of the Axiom
if (isfull(s) == 0 &&
  length(s) == ?l0 + 1 &&
  contains(s,x) == 0 &&
  isnull(s) == 0 &&
  isempty(s) == 0 &&
  ?l0 >= 2) {
  ret = insert(s,x); // Modifier function
}
else {
  return QCC_NOTHING;
}
```

Next we must check the code for possible mistakes in order to create an executable C file. This step is necessary to avoid both small and big errors that might alter the normal execution. Also, we can add some improvements to the code that can prevent errors. For example, Listing 6.1 has the following errors:

1. The antecedent shown in describes the result of the length observer method as ’?l0 + 1’, while the consequent says ’?l0 + 2’. ’?l0’ variable stores the length of the list ’s’. It is obvious then that executing this version of the code results in an error, because the execution path never satisfies the guard of the IF clause.

2. Variables in C only allow letters, digits and underscores, so ’?l0’ has to be redefined.
3. As described in Section 3.2, a Constraint object allows to store the constraintOperator, which relates the function’s name and its expected value. Normally it only includes an equal sign (=), but sometimes can specify other relation, like greater or equal than (>=). The AutoQCC’s parser cannot infer when this happens, so it adds an extra equal sign (resulting in a ‘==’) every time, because in C syntax comparisons are expressed as ‘==’. 

Finally, as we are working with a data structure which has no generator in QC libraries. As QC can generate arrays of random numbers we can manually add this data. Listing 6.1 shows the final state of the translation, which is fully executable:

```c
int ret = 0;
int* items = *QCC_getValue(vals, 0, int*);
int x = *QCC_getValue(vals, 1, int*);

struct set *s = new(50);

int i;

for (i = 0; i < vals[1]->n; i++) {
    insert(s, ((uint8_t *)items) + (i*sizeof(int)));
}

int l0 = length(s);
//Left Hand Side - Antecedent of the Axiom
if (isfull(s) == 0 &&
    length(s) == 10 &&
    contains(s,x) == 0 &&
    isnull(s) == 0 &&
    isempty(s) == 0 &&
    l0 >= 2) {
    ret = insert(s,x); //Modifier function
    //Right Hand Side - Consequent of the Axiom
    return (length(s) == 10 + 1 &&
            contains(s,x) == 1 &&
            isnull(s) == 0 &&
            isempty(s) == 0 &&
            10 >= 2 &&
            ret == 1);
} else {
    return QCC_NOTHING;
}
```

The result of the execution for the testing procedure of the inferred candidate axioms of the linked list data structure is depicted in Table 6.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure Tested</th>
<th>#Tests</th>
<th>#QCC_OK</th>
<th>#QCC_FAIL</th>
<th>#QCC_NOTHING</th>
<th>Test passed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>axiom1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axiom2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axiom3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Insert.c candidate axioms test results

Analyzing the obtained outcome, we can see the number of positive results (#QCC_OK) matches the number of tests performed, thus we can conclude the candidate axioms have passed the first checking test. Remember that if the candidate axiom is falsified by one
single test, that is, if we find one case when the axiom is not true for a valid input, it can be ruled out. This is tagged by the #QCC_FAIL flag. Also we observe each test had several #QCC_NOTHING flags. These are the cases when QC generated random data which was considered not valid by the IF clause.

Finally, the last step to fully determine if these axioms can be promoted to solid axioms is to dynamically check the axioms by executing the AutoEACSL annotated program using the Frama C E-ACSL plug-in. The generated program, as mentioned in Section 4.2, also needs user modification to define the logic functions the plug-in needs to run. Unfortunately, the current version of E-ACSL does not support user-defined logic function call, fact that makes impossible for us to perform the final check. For this reason, we look forward to fully complete the checking procedure once the plug-in supports the mentioned feature.
CHAPTER 7

Conclusions

To conclude, this project develops a double methodology to refine automatically synthesized contracts generated by the discovery tool KindSpec2.0, and accomplishes a dynamic verification of the properties of the considered C program. These are the objectives we met:

- Translation of KindSpec’s output to a form QuickCheck can formally analyze.
- Testing and static verification of candidate axioms to obtain a refined list of final axioms.
- Translation of KS2 axioms to ACSL annotations that are integrated into the considered code to be dynamically verified with the E-ACSL plug-in.
- Coupling and partial automation of the translation tools.

Let us mention that the developed system enhances and refines the capabilities of an existing software, and also relies on external libraries by delegating some core tasks. This prevents us from dealing with complex data structures such as graphs, which are not supported by the external coupled systems.

Automatic techniques are a key factor for reducing the laborious tasks of both specifying contracts and creating test cases that check the sound behavior of the program. The combination of automatic systems like KS2 and and the tools developed in this project can help to this cause. Also, as for the future of Software Testing, collaboration between automatic tools can result in an efficient way of performing automatic tests, either because a partitioning of the task among the collaborators is produced or because of the synergy among several complementary tools.

Along the project development, we had to face some challenges. Both tools required previous comprehension of the environment where they were built. QCC has been developed in C language and its source code has been made efficient by using all the expressive power of the language, fact that enlarged its study time. During the testing part of this module problems related with C language arose. As mentioned in this document, the AutoQCC tool is not fully automated, and may require modifications, which are not trivial to make if the knowledge of the C language is not very extensive (mainly related to pointer access and macro usage). For this reason we strongly recommend the user to acquire some skill in C language.

The E-ACSL tool, on the other hand, required learning both the coupling between Frama-C and the E-ACSL plug-in and the ACSL notation needed to perform translations. In this part, knowledge related to Logics and Mathematics is required in order to correctly complete the structures (skeletons) from the annotations which AutoEACSL automatically adds to the source file.
One of the biggest problems we encountered also comes from the Frama C plug-in. User-defined logic functions are needed to adapt the testing structures to the source code. Not supporting this ability prevented us from fully check the candidate axioms of an inferred contract. The issue itself could not have been avoided, but if had arose earlier, we might have had time to change our strategy in other direction.

Finally, in relation to the Computer Science this project combines several skills obtained during the four-year training. Developing code and adapting to any programming language are the top two abilities among a Computer Scientist basic competences, and they have been widely applied, both in developing the tools (AutoQCC and AutoEACSL) and in generating the proper translations for the final testing files (written in C and ACSL notation).

Regarding the Software Engineering field, many other abilities have been exploited. All the training related to logical and mathematical terms was needed to understand in first place the objective of the project, and also to develop a suitable strategy to accomplish such approach. Another principal task of the project was to build a software formed by coupled modules which, at the same time, must communicate with other tools.

Overall, the project required many different yet complementary transversal competences. Analyzing the problem related to Software testing we are facing is crucial to offer a practical (and suitable) solution (CT_02, CT_03). Besides, since the field of study is reserved to the research environment in Software Engineering, manipulation of specific tools (CT_13) is needed.
As already mentioned in Chapter 7, the developed tools are not considered fully automated as the generated files result of their execution are not directly executable. This is because the required extended library is not available for QC, which would allow us to offer automatic random testing for C structures.

In the future, we plan to develop a general test generator for C that can develop test cases for any C structure by using the already defined primitive type generators. We are based on the principle that, eventually, every \textit{struct} will have a primitive type for its members, that is, each element of the composite data type can be a primitive type or a User-defined type, which in turn will have primitive types or more similar structures.

Taking this into account, QCC libraries could be expanded and include general automatic random test generators that come handy when the C source code includes complex structures. Besides, as this approach takes advantage of the already built generators the efficiency would only depend on the depth and breadth of the pointers, that is, as more complex a \textit{struct} grows, pointers reference more and more values (memory locations), which need a random value to generate a test case.

However, the presented idea could not result efficient enough to work with complex data structures like linked lists or hash tables. A second extension of the AutoQCC tool could be including libraries that generate random values for this kind of structures.

If a general generator were integrated to the AutoQCC tool, we can fully automate it, as we will be able to create automatic random test cases for any C data type.

On the other hand, even though AutoEACSL has not the same potentiality, we still can provide a library for the most common user-defined functions. With an intermediate interface, the User can select which functions work best to substitute the observer methods, and add them automatically to the annotation. However, this library has to be checked and probably modified by the tester as each data structure can be developed following a different strategy each time.

Besides, as we mentioned at the end of the Chapter 6, E-ACSL plug-in does not support user-defined logic functions call yet, but their documentation concludes saying it is coming soon. We look forward to complete our testing procedure when the capabilities of the plug-in are enhanced.


import gui.InferenceData;
import inference.Axiom;
import inference.Constraint;
import inference.Specification;
import symbolic.Argument;
import symbolic.FunctionProfile;
import symbolic.SymbolicExecution;
import java.io.*
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;

public class AutoQCC {
    public static void main(String args[]) {
        /*
        Collect KindSpec information
        */
        InferenceData inferenceData = getObject(args);
        if (inferenceData == null) return; // Refactor
        SymbolicExecution se = inferenceData.getExecutionInfo();
        Specification spec = inferenceData.getSpecification();
        System.out.println("Serialized file read!");
        /*
        Declaration of necessary structures
        */
        List<List<FunctionType>> typesOfData = new ArrayList(); // Position 'x'
        List<Argument> variablesToDeclare = new ArrayList(); // Contains all the
        variables that must be declared at the beginning of an axiom structure
        List<FunctionProfile> functions = se.getProgramFunctions();
        List<Axiom> post = spec.getContract().getPostcondition();
        List<Axiom> candidateAxioms = spec.getCandidateAxioms();
        /*
        Program variables
        */
        String finalString = "";
        int axiomCounter = 1;
        int typesCounter = 0;
int numberOfTests = 0;
if (args.length > 1) numberOfTests = Integer.valueOf(args[1]);

/*
Starting to write on the file
*/
PrintWriter writer = null;
try {
    writer = new PrintWriter(se.getModifierProfile().getName() + 
"_QCCTest.c", "UTF-8");
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
} catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}

System.out.print("Creating automated file...");
System.out.println("Done!");

writer.println("#include "quickcheck4c.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>");
writer.println("/* SMALL API

Include HERE all the necessary .h references to correctly link this file 

*/

System.out.print("Reading axioms...");
/*/ Iteration for each Axiom on the Postcondition list*/
for (Axiom a : candidateAxioms) {
    String headerString = "QCC_TestStatus axiom" + axiomCounter + 
"(QCC_GenValue **vals, int len, QCC_Stamp **stamp) {\n";
    String initArgs = "";
    String body = "\n	//Left Hand Side - Antecedent of the Axiom\n	if

    List<Constraint> left = a.getLeftHandSide();
    List<Constraint> right = a.getRightHandSide();
    int counter = -1;

    // IF Clause - LeftHandSide
    for (Constraint c : left) {
        String name = c.getLeftTag();
String value = c.getRightValue();
String co = c.getConstraintOperator();
counter++;

// If 'value' is a variable, it adds it to the declaration list
try {
    int newValue = Integer.parseInt(value);
    body += name + " " + co + "=" + newValue;
    if (counter < left.size() - 1) {
        body += "&&
		";
    }
    if (counter == left.size() - 1) {
        body += ");
    }
} catch (Exception e) {
    FunctionProfile fpaux = findFunction(functions, name);
    if (fpaux == null) System.out.print("Function Profile not found");

    variablesToDeclare.add(new Argument(fpaux.getReturnType(), value));

    // Writes in the body part
    body += name + " " + co + "=" + value;
    if (counter <= left.size()) {
        body += "&&
		";
    } else {
        System.out.println("B" + counter);
        body += "\n";
    }
}

//Adds types
List<String> tys = getFunctionTypes(functions, name);
List<FunctionType> aux = new ArrayList();
for (String s : tys) {
    aux.add(new FunctionType(s, counter));
}
typesOfData.add(typesCounter, aux);
typesCounter++;

/*********************************************
/* MODIFIER Function */
/*********************************************
    body += " {\n		ret = " + se.getModifierProfile().getName() + "(

    //Adding all arguments
    List<Argument> ars = se.getModifierProfile().getArguments();
    int arsCount = 0;
    for (Argument ar : ars) {
        variablesToDeclare.add(ar);
        body += ar.getName();
        if (arsCount <= ars.size()) {

body += ";
};

} //Modifier function

initArgs = addArgsToBeginning(variablesToDeclare);

/***************************************************************
/* RETURN Clause - RightHandSide */
/***************************************************************

body += "\n\t\t\t//Right Hand Side - Consequent of the
\n\t\t\treturn (";

for (Constraint c : right) {
    String name = c.getLeftTag();
    String value = c.getRightValue();
    String co = c.getConstraintOperator();

    body += name + " " + co + "= " + value + " &&
\n\t\t\t		");

    //Adds types
    List<String> tys = getFunctionTypes(functions, name);
    List<FunctionType> aux = new ArrayList();
    for (String s : tys) {
        aux.add(new FunctionType(s, counter));
    }
    typesOfData.add(typesCounter, aux);
    typesCounter++;
}

body += "ret == " + a.getReturnValue() + "); \n\t} else {
\t\t\t\t\t\treturn QCC_NOTHING;\n\t\n\n\n"

axiomCounter++;
finalString += headerString + initArgs + body;
variablesToDeclare.clear();

} // END of the FORE axiom iterator

writer.println(finalString);

System.out.println("Done! " + axiomCounter + " axioms found.");

/***************************************************************
/* MAIN - Testing Structures */
/***************************************************************

writer.println("/* MAIN API*/

writer.println("The testing structure has the following parameters:");
writer.println("QCC_testForAll(NUMBER_OF_TESTS, NUMBER_OF_SUPPORTED_ERRORS, FUNCTION_TO_TEST, NUMBER_OF_GENERATORS, GENERATORS...)");
writer.println("These are the available generators:");
writer.println("QCC_genInt' - Generates an Integer value");
writer.println("QCC_genDouble' - Generates a Double value");
writer.println("QCC_genFloat' - Generates a Float value");
writer.println("'QCC_genBool' - Generates a Boolean value");
writer.println("'QCC_genChar' - Generates a Character");
writer.println("'QCC_genString' - Generates a String");
writer.println("'QCC_genArray' - Generates an Array");

writer.println("\n\nATTENTION! The automatically generated testing structures might be incomplete. Feel free to add,");
writer.println("replace or delete the generators.");
writer.println("*/");

String main = "int gui(int argc, char **argv) {
\tQCC_init(0);
\tprintf("QCC is testing AXIOMS... ");
\n\n\nint i = 0;
while (axiomCounter >= i) {
\tprintf("Axiom " + i + ": ");
\tQCC_testForAll(" + numberOfTests + ", 100, axiom" + i + ", " + typesOfData.get(i).size() + ", " + prettyPrintTypes(typesOfData.get(i)) + ");
\t\n\ti++;
} 
main += "\n\n"
writer.println(main);
writer.close();
*/

public static String prettyPrintTypes(List<FunctionType> types) {
String returnString = "";
int counter = types.size();

for (FunctionType ft : types) {
returnString += ft.getQCCtype();

if (counter - 1 > 0) {
returnString += ",";
} 
counter--;
}
return returnString;
*/

Changes normal types to QCC Types
public static List<String> getFunctionTypes(List<FunctionProfile> programFunctions, String functionName) {
    List<String> finalReturn = new ArrayList();

    for (FunctionProfile fp : programFunctions) {
        if (functionName.contains(fp.getName())) {
            List<String> args = fp.getArgumentTypes();

            for (String s : args) {
                if (s.equals("int")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genInt");
                } else if (s.equals("Integer")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genInt");
                } else if (s.equals("double")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genDouble");
                } else if (s.equals("float")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genFloat");
                } else if (s.equals("boolean")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genBool");
                } else if (s.equals("char")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genChar");
                } else if (s.equals("String")) {
                    finalReturn.add("QCC_genString");
                } else {
                    finalReturn.add("Custom Type" + s);
                }
            } // 2nd FOR
        } // IF
    } // 1st FOR

    if (finalReturn.isEmpty()) {
        finalReturn.add("//Add here all the custom data generator you may need. Separate them by commas");
        return finalReturn;
    } else {
        return finalReturn;
    }
}

/* Prepares variables declaration at the beginning of the file. Uses the arguments collected from modifier function. */
private static String addArgsToBeginning(List<Argument> argumentsToAdd) {
    String stringToComplete = "\tint ret = 0;\n";
    int counter = 0;

    for (Argument a : argumentsToAdd) {
    }
stringToComplete += "\t" + a.getType() + " " + a.getName() + " =
" + QCC_getValue(vals, " + counter + ", int*);\n"
counter++;
    }
    return stringToComplete;
}

/*
* Finds FunctionProfile by its name and returns it.
* */
private static FunctionProfile findFunction(List<FunctionProfile> funcs,
    String functionName) {
    for (FunctionProfile fp : funcs) {
        if (functionName.contains(fp.getName())) return fp;
    }
    return null;
}

/*
* Retrieves the .ser file to start the axiom translation
* */
private static InferenceData getObject(String[] args) {
    ObjectInputStream in = null;
    try {
        in = new ObjectInputStream(new FileInputStream(args[0]));
    } catch (IOException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    try {
        try {
            InferenceData obj = (InferenceData) in.readObject();
            return obj;
        } catch (IOException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
        catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
            System.out.println("Can't read object: " + e);
        }
        return null;
    }
}
import main.InferenceData;
import inference.Specification;
import symbolic.Argument;

import java.io.FileInputStream;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.ObjectInputStream;

import inference.Axiom;
import inference.Constraint;
import symbolic.FunctionProfile;
import symbolic.SymbolicExecution;

import java.io.*;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;

public class AutoEACSL {
    public static void main(String args[]) {
        /*
         * Collect KindSpec information
         */
        InferenceData inferenceData = getObject(args);
        if (inferenceData == null) return; // Refactor
        SymbolicExecution se = inferenceData.getExecutionInfo();
        Specification spec = inferenceData.getSpecification();

        System.out.println("Serialized file read!");

        /*
         * Declaration of necessary structures
         */
        List<String> variablesToEnsure = new ArrayList();
        List<FunctionProfile> functions = se.getProgramFunctions();
        List<Axiom> postcondition = spec.getContract().getPostcondition();

        /*
         * Program variables
int axiomCounter = 0;
String finalAxiomsBehaviors = "";
String fileLinesBefore = "";
String fileLinesAfter = "";

/*
Starting to write on the file
*/
PrintWriter writer = null;
try {
    writer = new PrintWriter(se.getModifierProfile().getName() + 
    "_EACSL.c", "UTF-8");
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
} catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) {
    e.printStackTrace();
}

/*
Read C file
*/
try {
    FileReader fileReader = new FileReader(args[1]);
    BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(fileReader);
    while((fileLinesBefore = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) {
        if (!fileLinesBefore.contains(se.getModifierProfile().getName())) {
            writer.println(fileLinesBefore);
        } else {
            fileLinesAfter += fileLinesBefore + "\n";
            break;
        }
    }
    while((fileLinesBefore = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) {
        fileLinesAfter += fileLinesBefore + "\n";
    }
}

} catch(FileNotFoundException ex) {
    System.out.println("Unable to open file");
} catch(IOException ex) {
    System.out.println("Error reading file ");
}

writer.print("/*@ 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/* AXIOMATIC */
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
for (FunctionProfile f : functions) {
List<Argument> profileArguments = f.getArguments();
String head = "axiomatic " + Character.toUpperCase(f.getName().charAt(0)) + f.getName().substring(1) + " {
String axiomArgs = "";
String axiomArgNames = "";

int axiomArgsCounter = 0;
head += "\logic " + f.getReturnType() + " " + f.getName() + "();
for(Argument argument : profileArguments) {
axiomArgs += argument.getType() + " " + argument.getName();
axiomArgNames += argument.getName();
if (axiomArgsCounter < profileArguments.size()-1) {
    axiomArgs += ",";
    axiomArgNames += ",";
}
axiomArgsCounter++;
}
axiomArgs += " ) = " + f.getName() + "(" + axiomArgNames + ");\n"
writer.print(head + axiomArgs + "\t//Enter here your axiom declaration\n\n\n"};

//-------------------------------
//-- ENSURES */
//-------------------------------

for (Axiom a : postcondition) {
    String header = "behavior " + AXIOM_NAMES[axiomCounter] + ":\n\ensures ";
    String axiomBehavior = "";
    String pre = "";
    String post = "";
    List<Constraint> left = a.getLeftHandSide();
    List<Constraint> right = a.getRightHandSide();
    int counter = -1;

// Building the precedent */
// Building the precedent */
// Building the precedent */
// Building the precedent */

for (Constraint c : left) {
    String name = c.getLeftTag();
    String value = c.getRightValue();
    String co = c.getConstraintOperator();
    counter++;

    // If 'value' is a variable, it adds it to the forall list
    try {
        int newValue = Integer.parseInt(value);
        axiomBehavior += name + " " + co + "=" + newValue;
    } catch (Exception e) {
        variablesToEnsure.add(value);
        axiomBehavior += name + " " + co + "=" + value;
}
{85x795}if (counter < left.size()-1) axiomBehavior += " && ";
if (counter == left.size()-1) axiomBehavior += "\);
}

axiomBehavior += " ==> 
	";

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/* Building the consequent */
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

for (Constraint c : right) {
    String name = c.getLeftTag();
    String value = c.getRightValue();
    String co = c.getConstraintOperator();
    axiomBehavior += name + " = " + co + "+" + value + " && ";
}

axiomBehavior += "\result) ";

/*
If any variable is found, it must be added to the formal spec at the
beginning and at the end, using a
forall clause and old-post clause, respectively
*/
if (variablesToEnsure.isEmpty()) {
    finalAxiomsBehaviors += header + axiomBehavior + "\n\n";
} else {
    /*
FORALL: Ensures all the variables are boolean indicators
*/
    int varSize = variablesToEnsure.size();
    //Adds items to forall
    pre += "\forall integer ";
    for (int i = 0; i < varSize; i++) {
        pre += variablesToEnsure.get(i);
        if (i < varSize-1) pre += ",";
    }
    pre += ";\n\t";
    //Declare forall bounds
    for (int i = 0; i < varSize; i++) {
        pre += "(" + variablesToEnsure.get(i) + " >= 0)";
        if (i < varSize-1) pre += " && ";
    }
    pre += " ==>\n";
    /*
OLD-POST: Final ensures clause that makes sure the variables have the
same value before and after the execution
*/
    for (int i = 0; i < varSize; i++) {
        post += "\old(" + variablesToEnsure.get(i) + ") == \at(" +
variablesToEnsure.get(i) + "\), Post\);";
if (i < varSize-1) pre += "& & ";
}  
post += "\n";

finalAxiomsBehaviors += header + pre + "\t" + axiomBehavior +  
"==>\n" + "\t" + post + "\n\n";
}

variablesToEnsure.clear();
axiomCounter++;
}

writer.println(finalAxiomsBehaviors);
writer.println("complete behaviors\n
disjoint behaviors");
writer.println("*/
");
writer.print(fileLinesAfter);
writer.close();

/* Finds FunctionProfile by its name and returns it. */

public static FunctionProfile findFunction(List<FunctionProfile> funcs,  
String functionName) {
    for (FunctionProfile fp: funcs) {
        if(functionName.contains(fp.getName())) return fp;
    }
    return null;
}

/* Retrieves the .ser file to start the axiom translation */

private static InferenceData getObject(String[] args) {
    ObjectInputStream in = null;
    try {
        in = new ObjectInputStream(new FileInputStream(args[0]));
    } catch (IOException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    try {
        InferenceData obj = (InferenceData) in.readObject();
        return obj;
    } catch (IOException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    } catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
    return null;
}
The following Listing contains testing file E-ACSL aims to test at runtime. Since the logic functions cannot be fully translated to ACSL notation, the ones appearing in this code have been implemented by our team.

```c
/*@ *
/*@ // ------- USER DEFINED LOGIC FUNCTIONS -------
axiomatic IsNull { 
    logic boolean isnull(struct arraylist *l) = isNull(l); 
    axiom Null: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->body == \null ==> \false; 
    axiom NotNull: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->body != \null ==> \true; 
}* /

/*@ axiomatic IsEmpty { 
    logic boolean isempty(struct arraylist *l) = isEmpty(s); 
    axiom Empty: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->size == 0 ==> \true; 
    axiom NotEmpty: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->size > 0 ==> \false; 
}* /

/*@ axiomatic IsFull { 
    logic boolean isfull(struct arraylist *l) = isFull(s); 
    axiom NotFull: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->size == l->capacity ==> \true; 
    axiom Full: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l; 
    l->size < l->capacity ==> \false; 
}* /

/*@ axiomatic Size{ 
    logic boolean size{L}(struct arraylist *l, integer a) = length{L}(s, a); 
    axiom True: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l, integer a; 
    l->size == a ==> \true; 
    axiom False: 
    \forall struct arraylist *l, integer a; 
    l->size !=a ==> \false; 
```
AutoEACSL inference result

/*@ axiomatic Contains {
logic integer contains(integer x, struct arraylist *l) = contains(l, x);
axiom Found:
\exists struct arraylist *l, integer i, integer x;
l[i] == x ==> \true
axiom NotFound:
\forall struct arraylist *l, integer i, integer x;
l[i] != x ==> \false;
}*/

// -------- BEHAVIOURS DEFINITION --------
/*
requires \valid(l);
behavior A:
enforces \forall integer ?l_sizze;
(?l_sizze >= 0) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 && arraylist_isFull(l) == 1 && result) ==> 
\old(?l_sizze) == \at(?l_sizze, Post)
behavior B:
enforces \forall integer ?l_sizze;
(?l_sizze >= 0) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 && arraylist_isFull(l) == 0) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze + 1 && arraylist_find(l,item) == 1 && result) ==> 
\old(?l_sizze) == \at(?l_sizze, Post)
behavior C:
enforces \forall integer ?l_sizze;
(?l_sizze >= 0) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 1) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 1 && result) ==> 
\old(?l_sizze) == \at(?l_sizze, Post)
behavior D:
enforces \forall integer ?l_sizze;
(?l_sizze >= 0) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 1 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 && arraylist_isFull(l) == 1) ==> 
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 1 && arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 && arraylist_size(l) == ?l_sizze && arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 && arraylist_isFull(l) == 1 && result) ==> 
\old(?l_sizze) == \at(?l_sizze, Post)
behavior E:
ensures \forall integer ?l_size;
  (?l_size >= 0) =>
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 1 & arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 & arraylist_size(l) ==
  ?l_size & arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 & arraylist_isFull(l) == 0 =>
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 1 & arraylist_isNull(l) == 0 & arraylist_size(l) ==
  ?l_size & arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 & arraylist_isFull(l) == 0 &
\result) =>
\old(?l_size) == \at(?l_size, Post)

behavior F:
ensures arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 & arraylist_isNull(l) == 1 &
arraylist_size(l) == 0 & arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 & arraylist_isFull(l)
  == 0) =>
arraylist_isEmpty(l) == 0 & arraylist_isNull(l) == 1 & arraylist_size(l) ==
  0 & arraylist_find(l,item) == 0 & arraylist_isFull(l) == 0 & \result)

cOMPLETE BEHAVIORS

dISJOINT BEHAVIORS

*/

Listing C.1: Final contract for arraylist_insert.c
APPENDIX D

Automatica.sh Script

```bash
#!/bin/bash
re='^[0-9]+$'
file=$1;
format=$(echo "$1" |cut -d"." -f2);

if [[ $format != "ser" ]] || [[ $format != "kss" ]]; then
    echo "------------- File Format Error -------------"
    echo "Please, select a file with a serialized object. These tend to have 
'.ser' or '.kss' formats."
    echo "The selected file has a ".$format": format"
    echo ""
    exit
fi

if [[ $# -lt 3 ]] || [[ $# -gt 5 ]]; then
    echo "------------- Input Error -------------"
    echo "Please use the following call of the tool:"
    echo " ./Automatics.sh input_file [-qcc #tests | -eacsl source_code | -full
#tests source_code]"
    echo "$"
    echo " -qcc Calls 'AutoQCC' tool. Its only argument is
number_of_tests"
    echo " -eacsl Calls 'AutoEACSL' tool. Its argument is the name of the
'source_code' file"
    echo " -full Calls both 'AutoQCC' and 'AutoEACSL'. It needs both
arguments number_of_tests and 'source_code'"
    echo ""
else
    case $2 in
    -qcc | -quickcheckforc)
        if [[ $3 =~ $re ]]; then
            echo "------------------ Starting translation to
            QuickCheck... ------------------"
            java -jar AutomaticaQCC.jar $file $3
            echo "Translation successful. C file has been
generated, please check it."
            else
                echo "Please provide a correct number for the #tests
parameter of QCC"
        fi
    ;;
    -eacsl)
        echo "------------------ Starting translation to
        EACSL... ------------------"
```
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java -jar AutomaticaEACSL.jar $file $3
echo "Translation successful. EACSL file has been
generated, please check it."

-f | -full)
   if [[ $3 =~ $re ]]; then
      java -jar AutomaticaQCC.jar $file $3
      sleep 2
      java -jar AutomaticaEACSL.jar $file $4
      echo "Translation successful. EACSL and QCC files
      have been generated, please check them."
   else
      echo "Please provide a correct number for the #tests
      parameter of QCC"
   fi

*)
   echo "Please select one of the following options:
   echo " -qcc | -quickcheck *Calls 'AutoQCC' tool. Its
   argument is the name of the 'source_code' file"
   echo " -eacsl    Calls 'AutoEACSL' tool. Its
   argument is the name of the 'source_code' file"
   echo " -f | -full Calls both 'AutoQCC' and
   'AutoEACSL'. It needs both arguments
   #number_of_tests and 'source_code'"
   echo ""

esac
fi